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Crypto Assets as a New Asset Class
Rise in Valuation / Significant Volatility
Digital Crypto assets represent a new alternative asset class in themselves, or if they portend a
future where all existing asset classes will become digitised (Tokenized).
Market capitalisation of digital assets / cryptocurrencies based on the blockchain increased from
$18 billion at the start of 2017 to well into the hundreds of billions at the end of the year and at one
point crossed over $750 billion. The total market value of these instruments has since moderated
in 2018 and currently is around $200 billion. Daily liquidity has also increased considerably, with
24-hour trading volumes at the time of publication around $10 billion.

Total Digital Asset Market Capitalization - July 2013 to July 2018

Source: https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/

The Rise (and Fall?) of Cryptocurrencies
and the Stable Rise of Digital Assets and Tokenization
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The market euphoria at the end of 2017, as indicated by the dramatic rise in Google searches for “crypto” and e.g.
“bitcoin” and “ethereum” in Q4 2017, and the subsequent decline in interest from Q1 2018, underlines a more
stable and ongoing interest in “blockchain” and the concepts of “digital asset” and “tokenization”.
Source: Google Search Trends

Digital Assets - Cryptocurrencies, ICOs, and Tokenization
The rapidly increasing valuations of global digital assets have largely been based on digital
instruments known as “cryptocurrencies”, which approximate the behaviour of traditional fiat
currencies (e.g. pound sterling, dollar, yen, etc.) as means of exchange, albeit without the
backing of Central Banks.
In addition, Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) have raised several billion dollars in new growth capital
for investment, typically in blockchain-related projects, with strong parallels to IPOs in the
traditional equity capital markets. These have been known to a certain extent as utility tokens,
although increasingly such ICO instruments are more regularly being classified as securities
tokens as they generally denote a financial contract to participate in a business in some shape or
form.
Regulators are rapidly coming into the space to ensure appropriate consumer protections, with
governments also issuing tax guidance to provide a context for this novel asset class.
The transition to Tokenized digital assets, represented on the blockchain, is proceeding at a
steady pace because of the corresponding benefits of increased efficiency, transparency and
liquidity, and will yield interesting outcomes.
The possibility to leverage the blockchain to deliver a tokenized future for relatively illiquid
assets such as real estate, for example, could yield increased market efficiency with the
establishment of financial instruments which have not been imagined previously.

Definitions of Digital Asset and Two Principle Types
A digital asset is something which is expressed in a digital format and is
associated with ownership.
Data that does not have associated usage rights would thus not be considered an
asset, and rather then just be considered purely information.
On a high-level, digital assets may be split into two principle types essentially
based on their auditability:
1. Centralised digital assets are controlled by one primary actor (e.g. a clearing
Central Bank or company) and are occasionally audited by a secondary
centralised firm or institutional actor. The concept of trust in these assets is
established against the reputation of the actors along the process.
2. Tokenized, represented by “tokens”, is the process of transferring the
ownership rights of an asset into a digital token on a blockchain. Tokenized
asset is more transparent because numerous actors can review and audit the
digital asset ownership and flow on a near- to real-time basis.
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Classification
Based on the criteria of the above chart, we can consider the
particular kinds of assets.

Source: https://hackernoon.com/the-broad-classification-of-digital-assets-4d6ad6a6a067

Crypto Economy
2018 can be considered as the inflection point in the growth of the
Blockchain industry, and the phase at which it is beginning to
transition to what can be considered as Crypto Economy in its early
stage of development.

But what is Crypto Economy?
While the Crypto Economy can be considered as an emerging sector
of companies that are executing traditional economic activities using
advanced IT-tools and frameworks, it is more than that.
In fact, Crypto Economy is a technological and financial phenomenon
that encompasses all activities currently occurring in the areas of
blockchain, cryptocurrencies, advanced fintech and digital assets.

Augmented
Digital Economy 2.0

Augmented Economy
Digital Economy 2.0
Emerging into the new sphere of the so-called “Augmented Economy” or
“Digital Economy 2.0”,
a state during which the integration of Blockchain with AI and other next
generation IT-solutions, for use cases including legal technology (LegalTech),
investment technology (InvestTech), regulation technology (RegTech) and
e-governance technology (GovTech),
will emerge in such a way as to create an entirely novel technological-financial
ecosystem with penetration into the majority of societal activities, from finance
and commerce, law, regulation and governance.

Augmented Digital Economy 2.0

CONVERGENCE

Digitalization
Ongoing advancements in cryptographic, blockchain and advanced IT-solutions will
continue to accelerate, and will enable the increasing integration of the now
separate industries of FinTech, RegTech, LegalTech and InvestTech.
The main outcome of this ecosystemic evolution can be summed up in one word:
Digitalization.
Digitalization will enable several significant outcomes:
1.Greater consistency, transparency, accountability, immutability and
security of assets and data;
2. Enhanced Liquidity and Interoperability; the digitization of assets in
combination with IT-platforms and frameworks for their execution will enable
real-time processing of of data and assets in real time, and offer unparalleled
levels of liquidity.
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Integration of Blockchain with AI and other advanced IT-solutions
This will mark an age with several distinct features, foremost among them being:
1. Reduced Costs of Transactions
the cost of economic transactions will significantly decrease until they approach
zero;
2. Accelerated Speed of Transactions
communication and the facilitation of financial transactions will occur almost
instantaneously, and proceed as fast as data can be sent from one location to
another
3. Geographical Interconnectivity
specific geographic location of transacting parties becomes irrelevant

1. Enhanced Interoperability
Currently separated subsectors like RegTech, LegalTech, InvestTech will be
integrated via a what can be considered as Plug-and-Play, open-API
frameworks.
2. Enhanced Cybersecurity.
Being enabled by a blockchain-based backend Digital Economy will gain enhanced
cybersecurity resulting in optimum data transparency, immutability and
consistency.

3.

Enhanced Liquidity.

The fully digitization of traditionally-physical assets will enable them to achieve
real-time liquidity, which can be bought and sold 24/7, in real time, via AI
systems. This not only optimizes market efficiency, but also will allow to become
better equipped to hedge the risks. Thus, market participants can gain the capacity
to react to negative market events in real-time, rather than being limited to
modifying their market positions only when the market re-opens.

The Augmented Economy can be defined as the state when the full-scope of
synergetic benefits of the Digital Economy 2.0 will be realized.
It is a state in which entirely novel outcomes and values not obvious or
projectable by current standards will emerge as a natural product of the evolution
of the digital ecosystem.
We can project this state to be achieved around 2022-2024.
This transition, marked by the digitalization and mathematization enabled full
integration and unification of FinTech, RegTech, LegalTech and InvestTech,
housed by a blockchain backend, and advanced IT and AI technologies,
throughout its evolution from the Crypto Economy of today, toward the
Augmented Digital Economy 2.0 of the future,
And eventually together it will evolve to the state of the
Fifth (Financial) Industrial Revolution around 2030.
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